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05/04/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #42 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 4 – 0905 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
While US/ROK forces are making good progress though the central and eastern portions of the 
peninsula there are troubling intel reports of southbound enemy units headed toward the northern 
banks of the Imjin River.  
 
Objective: 
 
Our objective for this mission is to fly a sweep mission north of Seoul to allow for further reinforcement 
of allied forces that have crossed the Imjin River: 
 

 
 
As the map shows, we will be loitering over the three waypoints over Kaesong. Intel reports that there 
is heavy enemy armor movement in the area so we will be tasked for the dual role of sweep and 
interdiction: 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
The sweep mission will be made even more difficult by the fact that our AMRAAM supply is exhausted. 
As such, we will concentrate more on our secondary mission of interdicting the heavy enemy armor 
movement. Our load-out includes 4 Sidewinders and 8 CBU-52B/B bombs: 
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As the intelligence briefing has indicated, enemy armor units appear to be massing for a counter-attack 
against the Imjin River crossings. We have altered the sweep waypoints to allow for easy identification 
of enemy ground forces; anything within the triangle designated by the 3 sweep waypoints can be 
assumed to be hostile: 
 

 
 
Debrief: 
 
With racks full of CBUs and marginally effective Sidewinders on the rails, our flight heads off toward the 
battlefield: 
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A CAP flight just to the east of our route orbits, waiting for his chance to down some MiGs: 
 

 
 
After multiple calls to AWACS without any nibbles we turn our attention to the ground attack mission. 
Pulling up the GMT radar I wait for a few sweeps before seeing a few likely spots appear. Slewing my 
targeting crosshairs over one of the contacts I double check the radar cursor position against the HSD 
cursor position to assure that my target is above the imaginary line drawn between the 2 steer-points 
that anchor the strike area: 
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Peering through the HUD with my “binoculars”, I can see the tell-tale dust plumes rising from the 
moving enemy units: 
 

 
 
With the moving targets designated I give the element (#3 & #4) the “attack my target” command. 
The element lead performs a level CCRP delivery against the targets: 
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What you don’t want to see if you are a DPRK truck driver: 
 

 
 
With the smoke rising from #3’s strike I have an easy reference point to roll in for my own CCIP attack 
on the convoy: 
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With a shallow attack profile I lead the enemy movement slightly and press the pickle button releasing 
two CBUs: 
 

 
 
I catch four trucks on my first pass, setting them ablaze as my CBU pattern envelopes them: 
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Looking over my shoulder I use my own smoke as a reference and reef the jet around for another quick 
pass, surprised at the lack of AAA: 
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My second pass catches four more vehicles: 
 

 
 
Once again I climb to the safety of high altitude and watch as my wingman puts a strike in just west of 
the smoke from my last pass: 
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I designate a few more points for my flight to attack and as I orbit I spot the tell-tale outline of an SA-2 
site below. Although it is certainly already out of action since I haven’t heard a peep from my RWR, I 
can see there are still undestroyed launchers. Nearby another convoy is rolling through a small town so 
I make a mental note of the SA-2 site and roll in on the moving vehicles: 
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I bottom out of the run, release my bombs and a few of the vehicles open up with some light small 
arms fire. My bombs hit dead center in the middle of the convoy exploding several vehicles: 
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Climbing up and away I padlock on the SA-2 site at the top of my climb. I hand off the western edge of 
the site to the element (#3 & #4) and line up on the eastern edge of the site for my own run: 
 

 
 
Coming down the chute in a steep attack (almost 70 degrees) I pickle my bombs and pull of hard 
watching over my shoulder for the secondaries: 
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Boom! My bomblets spread across the eastern side of the compound while at the exact same time 
wingman #4’s bombs envelope the western side: 
 

 
 
We climb back to altitude leaving a smoking mess behind us: 
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I order my entire flight to rejoin and take stock of what we have left. I call for the flight to give me a 
weapons check and I’m surprised that the element still have a couple bombs left. I only have a single 
CBU left but all of us have plenty of gas so I elect to scan for more targets to attack. A quick call to 
AWACS confirms that there is absolutely no enemy air activity anywhere. Pulling up my GMT radar once 
again I find a likely moving target and designate it, making it easier for me to find it: 
 

  
 
As we fly toward the designated contact it soon resolves itself into an orderly convoy heading down a 
highway. Part of the convoy has already reached the turn-point, but I’m wishing I had a full load of 
CBUs I could string down the entire axis!! I padlock vehicles in the mid-point of the convoy, order my 
flight to attack and then roll in to deliver my last bomb: 
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My last bomb releases giving me the master warning; the bomb tracks nicely and explodes over a tight 
group that has reached the turn point: 
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I can hear enemy AAA exploding around me; this convoy is much more aggressive with their defense, 
or perhaps we’ve wandered close to a fixed AAA battery. Whatever the case, as my wingmen start their 
attack runs the smoke from the AAA hangs over the strike area: 
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Unbeknownst to me, my wingman followed me through the barrage and is shot down by a lucky AAA 
hit! Wingman #3’s bombs get good hits on his pass: 
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I orbit above the AAA and wait for the flight to complete their run, still unaware that my wingman has 
already been shot down. I can see the smoke from the AAA hanging over the area and the sparkles 
from #3’s bombs hitting: 
 

 
 
Suddenly I see a bright explosion and watch in concern as I see one of my flight take a hit over the 
strike area. He staggers back up to altitude and radios he is hit and is diverting to the alternate airfield. 
He slowly drives south trailing a plume of smoke: 
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Nearby another F-16 CAP flight watches the drama unfold. The tail-art on this squadron is simply 
awesome: 
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After pulling up my communications menu I finally realize that my wingman is down (no commands 
available). Damn! #2 is down, #3 is damaged and bugging out and then the other shoe drops as I hear 
a mayday call as #4 pulls off of his run. An SA-13 within the convoy lights off and has shot down #4: 
 

 
 
With nobody left from my flight I realize the last attack was pushing my flight’s luck. I point the nose 
toward home base leaving one of my wingmen dangling from his parachute. A few minutes later I enter 
the break over my squadron at Osan and circle around for a landing: 
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Pulling off the runway I taxi toward the squadron ramp and wait for an outbound flight to taxi by: 
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After four airplanes pass by I figure the path is clear and I stupidly throttle up and make the turn 
toward the ramp entrance and I literally jump out of my seat when I hear a screeching sound and my 
plane explodes!! Damnit! I taxied into another airplane that was also leaving the ramp! 
 

 
 
Both planes go up in flames as the fuel and ammunition combine to cook us both.  
 
Conclusions: 
 
Wow. This mission was going so well right up until I attacked that last convoy. I lost 1 aircraft to AAA, 
1 aircraft to an SA-13, and 1 aircraft to battle damage that had to divert. Then to top it all off, I run 
into another airplane while taxiing killing myself, destroying my airframe and ANOTHER one to boot! A 
fast moving cold front must have quickly pushed a huge black cloud over my head midway through this 
mission. 
 
I’m greeted with a court-martial in the debriefing, since running into an airplane qualifies as fratricide: 
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The mission is a failure, since I didn’t shoot down an airplanes (it WAS after all, supposed to be a 
sweep mission). In my defense though, there was not a single enemy aircraft to be found by AWACS 
for the entire duration of the mission: 
 

 
 
Despite our losses at the last second, we did have an impressive ground target destroyed tally with 40 
vehicles destroyed: 
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Granted, not worth 5 airframes, but we still cleaned out that sector, reducing the enemy in the area 
from 8 battalions to just 4 remaining on the intel map; here is the before and after: 
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I was really surprised at the total lack of enemy air activity. It can’t be very encouraging to the enemy 
ground troops to see total air domination over the front. That said, it probably IS encouraging when a 
single battalion shoots down two aircraft and damages one in the course of about 2 minutes! 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
F4/1.08/SP3 
FreeFalcon 2 (can’t remember if it’s 2.1 or 2a..sorry..) 
Aeyes 1600 x 1200 super-pit 
*NEW* Twaelti’s NEW high-resolution tiles! (Awesome!) 
BMS .99 (yes I miss the smoke, but .99 is ROCK, like Prudential ROCK solid) 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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Member  
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Dear oh dear! There I was reading away going "damn I'd kill for so little air activity", while 
thinking "I hope there are no manpads or worse down there". 
 
I guess there were a few tough lessons in that one. It seems AAA is definitely worthy of 
respect. Good to know says me taking notes! Too many low passes over enemy columns 
obviously invites trouble. I wonder if maybe a couple of HARMs might have been worthwhile. 
 
Nice work getting your wingmen working there, and some very nice shots along the way. It's 
surprising isn't it just how much the new Hitiles have changed the look of the landscape?! 
 
I see your damaged wingman made it back to the divert field... That was a piece of luck 
otherwise it would have been even grimmer reading!  
 
Cheer up Beach - I'm sure your next mission will go much better.  
 
-------------------- 
KiwiSim 'Who said Kiwis couldn't fly?!' 

From: Wellington, New Zealand | Registered: Apr 2000  |  IP: Logged 

20mm  
Administrator  
Member # 2515  
 

 posted 05-05-2004 21:11                       

My, oh my, where to begin? 
 
Fun stuff, so I'll start my "report review" near the start. I've often wondered how to go about 
setting up "kill boxes", such as described in "Vipers in the Storm". That way, you wouldn't have 
to guess, wouldn't have to query AWACS everytime you saw a ground target, because 
everything in that zone is presumed hostile and you have clearance to fire upon it. Excellent 
idea with the waypoints!! 
 
Next, I suppose F4 doesn't model everything, but your wingie's CBU's burst height doesn't 
seem right?   
 
The tail art! Simply wonderful. 
 
Getting hit by AAA, small arms fire, you know, that hasn't happened to me in so long I have 
gotten completely complacent about it, don't even notice it hardly. Perhaps I should! 
 
And, of course, the highlight of any day's flying, a Court Martial, Dereliction of Duty. Yes, you 
shouldn't have collided while taxiing, bad form, that. But Court Martial? You know, the Air Force 
was going to start referring to it as "pulling a 20mm", unofficially, of course! 
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And yet, with all my crashes, near misses, foul balls, and worse, I seem to have escaped this 
ignomious treat. See, once again F4 doing a bang-up job of imitating real life! The good pilot, 
who knows his stuff, and executes it well, makes one mistake, and the fist of military justice 
comes down on his head, while the "Screwbird" meanwhile goes merrily on his way, dodging 
bullet after bullet, most of the time oblivious to it all (what collision? I almost had a mid-air 
collision? when? with what?), and is promoted for good measure!     
 
Still, there is good to be found, your Pilot Rating: Excellent, as it should be! 
 
Thanks, Beach, top notch entertainment and learning wrapped up in one neat package. 
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 

From: tucson, az, usa | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 
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quote: 

Originally posted by 20mm: 
 
I've often wondered how to go about setting up "kill boxes", such as 
described in "Vipers in the Storm". That way, you wouldn't have to guess, 
wouldn't have to query AWACS everytime you saw a ground target, 
because everything in that zone is presumed hostile and you have 
clearance to fire upon it. Excellent idea with the waypoints!! 

 
 
Indeed...setting up those waypoints really helps with the SA. Pretty much you can count on 
anything north of those waypoints being enemies..I wouldn't place them too close to the FLOT 
though..since it is constantly moving   
 

quote: 

 
Next, I suppose F4 doesn't model everything, but your wingie's CBU's burst 
height doesn't seem right?   

 
 
Actually they had the CBUs set to burst above ground..you actually ALWAYS see the actual 
cannisters hit the ground..not just on the AI flights. You will see a puff of smoke at the burst 
altitude though..and the little "fluttering triangles" that denote the bomblets..but you will 
always see the actual bombs hit the ground... It would be cool if BMS or someone could make 
the cannisters sorta disintigrate like the real ones do... 
 

quote: 

The tail art! Simply wonderful. 

Yeah..FF2 has some stunning paint jobs..   
 

quote: 

Getting hit by AAA, small arms fire, you know, that hasn't happened to me 
in so long I have gotten completely complacent about it, don't even notice 
it hardly. Perhaps I should! 

 
 
Yeah..I keep getting complacent about it too. I think there is a big difference between static 
AAA/flak guns and tracked AAA (like the ZSU-24-4). I think the tracked AAA is much deadlier, 
and I think that is what got my wingman... 
 
I'm pretty sure you can always tell when a wingman is downed by AAA in the debrief because 
they get shot down without there being a mention of a SAM being fired at them (or an air-to-air 
missile)..someone correct me if that assumption is wrong.. 
 
 
 
BeachAV8R  
 
[ 05-05-2004, 22:45: Message edited by: BeachAV8R ] 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Mud Hen  
Member  
Member # 7306  
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Good work, Beach. That made me chuckle.  
 
-------------------- 
------------ 
Steve Davies 
"F-15A/C MiG Killers" ISBN TBA (Q4 2004) 
"F-15C/E Units in OIF" ISBN 1841 768 022 
"Boeing F-15E Strike Eagle: All Weather Attack Aircraft" ISBN 1840 373 784 
"F-15 Eagle & Strike Eagle. Combat Legends" ISBN 1840 373 776 
www.f-15e.net 
www.fjphotography.com 

From: England | Registered: Oct 2001  |  IP: Logged 

LoneStarBuckeye  
Junior Member  
Member # 7786  
 

 posted 05-06-2004 11:08                       

Beach: 
 
I bought the hard-cover version of F4 many years ago but am just now getting around to 
getting it set up with all the current mods and to learning the game.  
 
I've read a number of your AA reports/tutorials, and I've got to say that they are marvelously 
done and a wonderful learning resource. They are a great way to discover the nuances of the 
game. 
 
I just wanted to say thanks for taking your time to put the reports together and for sharing 
them with the community. 
 
Best regards, 
 
LoneStarBuckeye 

Registered: Nov 2001  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
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Thanks LSB and MudHen..glad you enjoy them..they are sure fun to fly and write..   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Gus  
Junior Member  
Member # 18815  
 

 posted 05-07-2004 07:31                       

When you designate a ground target and that diamond appears, how come you can't see 
anything else? 
 
What release mode do you use when in designate mode? None of my bombs seem to drop. 
 
Thanks 

Registered: Mar 2004  |  IP: Logged 

Angel Eyes  
Member  
Member # 18308  
 

 posted 05-07-2004 13:08                       

First of all, that was another great report. I have to ask this. Why do you always come through 
the artillery without a scratch. I've had artillery take me down in two out of my last three 
missions. Are you doing anything special, or are you just one lucky SOB?  
 
-------------------- 
"When I'm paid, I always see the job through" 
-Angel Eyes- 
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 
_ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ _ _ _  
Windows XP 
AMD Athlon XP 2.6 
ABIT AN7 Motherboard 
1 GB Kingston Dual Channel DDR  
Radeon 9800 Pro 
Saitek X45 
Falcon 4.0/FF3-BMS 2.0/Aeyes 16x12 pit 

From: Greensboro, NC | Registered: Feb 2004  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 05-07-2004 18:34                          

quote: 

Originally posted by Gus: 
When you designate a ground target and that diamond appears, how come 
you can't see anything else? 
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What release mode do you use when in designate mode? None of my 
bombs seem to drop. 
 

When you designate a moving target with the GMT mode you are basically entering something 
similar to "Single Target Track" (STT) mode for the air-to-air radar. In essence you are pouring 
radar energy into that single moving target to give the fire control computer (FCC) as good a 
solution as it can get. Since you have designated a target and can only drop on one target at a 
time (oohh..although you CAN do multiple GBU attacks!) there really is no need to see other 
targets around the diamond. 
 
In designated mode, bomb deliveries are always CCRP or LOFT (still really just a modified CCRP 
mode) meaning the FCC actually decides WHEN to release the bomb, all you are doing by 
pressing the pickle button is giving your CONSENT to the computer to release the weapon. 
When making CCRP bombing runs it is important to press and hold the pickle button until the 
bomb releases, if you press it and release it before the FCC releases the bomb, it simply won't 
come off the rack.  
 
Training mission #12 at this link details the process a bit more with some screens: 
 
http://oldsite.simhq.com/simhq3/sims/boards/bbs/ultimatebb.php?
ubb=get_topic;f=31;t=002836#000000 
 

  
 
Angel Eyes - I don't know about the artillery..but like I said, the fixed artillery positions (ie: flak 
guns) seem to be not as effective as radar guided AAA (ZSUs)...I think it really is just luck. I 
hated to see my wingman get knocked down on this mission..   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Angel Eyes  
Member  
Member # 18308  
 

 posted 05-07-2004 21:45                       

That's cool Beach. You know, both times I've been flying low and I haven't seen any black 
smoke (flak) around me, just a few tracers. The more I think about it, I might have gotten hit 
with the infamous "magic BB". The last time it happened I was running at 300' in TFR mode. 
Flew right over a huge group of moving vehicles. Too bad I didn't have any CBU's with me. My 
wingman came through without a scratch and I had my avionics and HUD knocked out. 
 
-------------------- 
"When I'm paid, I always see the job through" 
-Angel Eyes- 
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 
_ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ _ _ _  
Windows XP 
AMD Athlon XP 2.6 
ABIT AN7 Motherboard 
1 GB Kingston Dual Channel DDR  
Radeon 9800 Pro 
Saitek X45 
Falcon 4.0/FF3-BMS 2.0/Aeyes 16x12 pit 

From: Greensboro, NC | Registered: Feb 2004  |  IP: Logged 

Mud Hen  
Member  
Member # 7306  
 

 posted 05-09-2004 15:17                          

This is making me want to get back into F4. Anyone know when SP4 is due out? 
 
-------------------- 
------------ 
Steve Davies 
"F-15A/C MiG Killers" ISBN TBA (Q4 2004) 
"F-15C/E Units in OIF" ISBN 1841 768 022 
"Boeing F-15E Strike Eagle: All Weather Attack Aircraft" ISBN 1840 373 784 
"F-15 Eagle & Strike Eagle. Combat Legends" ISBN 1840 373 776 
www.f-15e.net 
www.fjphotography.com 

From: England | Registered: Oct 2001  |  IP: Logged 

FAngs32  
Member  
Member # 405  
 

 posted 05-09-2004 16:53                          

quote: 

Originally posted by Mud Hen: 
This is making me want to get back into F4. Anyone know when SP4 is due 
out? 

Been out since late Feb... in fact the 1st hotfix/update (SP4.1) is due out in a few days. 
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Info/Unofficial hotfix 
http://f4ut.frugalsworld.com/ 
 
 
FAngs32 
 
-------------------- 
FAngs32 444 vTFS C/O L/O 
http://444thVFS.tripod.com  
http://www.fuzzylogik.co.uk/444th-tigers/  
[img]http://www.x-plane.org/users/444thvfs/444TH_SIG.gif[/img] 

Registered: Jan 2000  |  IP: Logged 

Mud Hen  
Member  
Member # 7306  
 

 posted 05-10-2004 13:05                          

Thanks, Fangs. I just grabbed it! 
 
-------------------- 
------------ 
Steve Davies 
"F-15A/C MiG Killers" ISBN TBA (Q4 2004) 
"F-15C/E Units in OIF" ISBN 1841 768 022 
"Boeing F-15E Strike Eagle: All Weather Attack Aircraft" ISBN 1840 373 784 
"F-15 Eagle & Strike Eagle. Combat Legends" ISBN 1840 373 776 
www.f-15e.net 
www.fjphotography.com 

From: England | Registered: Oct 2001  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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